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Mr. Bernard B. Lynn 

\ 
Director Defense Contract Audit Agency 6, 
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Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

;  

Dear Mr. Lynn: 

E;nclosed for your information is a copy of a report that we 
rfxentIy issued to the Commandi~r, Naval Air Systems Command (X41'li:R), 

n/ 
covering defective pricing in NAVAIIZ's negotiated contract NOOO~O-74- 
C-0131 with Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI), Dallas, Texas. As stated in 

c.<(I 

the report, we also found that the Government contributed to a portion 
of the identified overpricing by overlooking and failing to incorporate 
in the contract price the lowest base shop labor cost proposed by the 
contractor. Irrespective of this latter deficiency, however, we believe 
the Government could have possibly negotiated a lower contract price if 
the Defense Contract Administration Services Office (DCASO) had not made 
certain assumptions and miscalculations in computing its independent 
system base shop labor estimate for the contract. DCASO's estimate of 
the base shop labor cost per system was the amount that was ultimately 
negotiated under the contract. 

We believe, also, that DCASO and the Defense Contract Audit-Agency 
(DCAA) would have been in a better position to recommend, or justify, a 
lower contract price if they had coupled their independent estimates of 
the contract price with an evaluation of the contractor's historical 
labor cost data. 

Since DC&O's estimate of the base shop cost was the amount 
negotiated under the contract, we estimate that the errors which DCASO 
made in computin g its estimate may have,contributed to tile contract price 
being overstated by about $336,000. We are reporting these matters to 
you and the Deputy Director of DCASO for your consideration in improving 
future evaluations of contract price proposals. 

INTRODUCTION 

Contzlct -0131., which was awarded to IX on October 1, 1?73? ~i?as 
RAVAIR'S fourth production buy of AN!APs-l16 airborne anti.-submarine 
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warfare radar equipment for use on the S-3A aircraft. The contract 
firm-fixed-price of $10,323,000 was negotiated at NAVAIR during the 
weeks of July 23, August 6 and August 20, 1973. This price included 
$7,977,000 for 38 radar systems, spares components and technical. data 
plus $2,346,0OO for an option to buy 12 systems which was exercised on 
January 16, 1974. The base shop labor contract price per system was 
$10,542 -for the 38 basic systems and $10,152 for the 12 option systems, 
or an average price per system of $10,448. TI's revised contract price 
proposal, which was dated July 24, 1973, amounted to $'12,748,828, 
including a base shop labor cost of $9,810 per system. The contract 
was negotiated by NAVAIR based on, among other things, DCASO's and 
DCAA's independent estimates of the price of the planned contract work. 

TI's accounting system provides rolled-up, run cost reports based 
on labor charges to work orders. Using these run cost reports and esti- 
mated equivalent radar systems produced, TI estimated base shop labor 
costs based on an improvement or learning curve analysis. Improvement 
curves graphically portray the relationship between cost and quantity of 
production units to adjust historical cost for anticipated labor efficien- 
cies due to learning improvement. 

To obtain system base shop labor historical costs for contract -0131, 
TT. compiled rolled-up cost reports one and two (hereinafter referred 't-o 
as Cost Reports 1 and 2) from selected w,ork order cost data. TI estimated 
system base shop labor cost for contract -0131 by projecting Cost Report 2 
historical cost to planned contract -0131 production units based on the 
rate of learning improvement experienced between Cost Reports 1 and 2. 

DCASO and DCAA evaluated TI's initial base shop labor proposal by 
separately computing average system shop labor estimates of $10,448 and 
$8,610, respectively, for the 50 radar systems. DCASO's estimate was 
based on TI's historical labor cost from the Cost Reports 1 and 2 and 
DCAA's recommended rate of learning improvement. DCAA's estimate was 
based on historical cost from only Cost Report 1 and its selected rate 
of learning improvement. 

ERRORS IN DCASO'S INDEPENDENT 
ESTIMATE OF CONTRACT PRICE 

We found errors in DCRSO's independent estimate of base shop labor 
cost and its estimate of two other cost elements of the contract. As a 
result of the erro.rs made in the base shop labor estimate alone, the 
negotiated contract price may have been overstated by about $336,000 
since DCASO's estimate was the amount ultimately negotiated under the 
contract. 

Dase Shop Iabor Cost 

The price ana1ys.t who prepared DCASO's independent -improvement 
curve projection of base shop labor costs made two errors which over- 
stated the projection. These two errors involve the use of excess 
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anaJ.yst did exclude the R&D systems from improvement curve analyses f%r 

follow-on contracts. Also, 7’1 excluded the RRD systorns in proJccting 
base shop labor costs for its rev-ised proposa:L. 

Assumption that TT’s Cost 
Report 2 represented 24 systems 

DCASO f’il-es show that before TI submi t-ted its revised base shop labor 
price proposal, TI informed the Government that Cost Report 2 rel)rt:s,,lnt-od 
the 20th assen1bI.y system and the 29th fabrication system or the- 24th 
equivalent whole system to date. (The 20 and 29 systems included IO of 
the 13 R&D systems and U’s estimate of 6 equivalent systems under Cost 
Report 1, thereby leaving Cost Report 2 as representing 8 equival.ent 
systems. ) llowever, the DCASO price analyst misinterpret-cd this to rIlean 
that Cost Report 2 alone represented 24 sys-L-ems and cnn~~‘l.d(~red t-h is 
number in projecting an csti.mated base shop labor cost per system. 

(NOTE: Our computations showed that Cost Report 2 represented 1.1 t?qni- 

valent systems-- see Appendix III to our letter to the Commander, NAv,!~IT-:, 
dated May, 19, 1976.) 

GAO’s computation of the effect 
-- 
0-f the estimating errors . . 

The DCASO price analyst recommended two base shop labor figLircr< to 
NAVAIR for contract -0131: $10, S42 each for the 38 has i.c systems c?nd 

spare components and $10,152 each for the I.2 opti onal. SJ’ :l”erns ($lO> 4A8 
average for the SO systcms‘i. We recakulatecl DCASO’s esi. imate, correc L in;; 

for -the errors discussed above, based on the assump-tion tha-t 'C [ 's ~sti- 

mates of equivaknt systems for Cost Reports 1. and 2 and cost for Cost 
Report 2 were correct. This resulted in a projected system base shop 
labor cost for the 38 basic and 12 optlonaI systc~ms OF -!$S ,305 nnrl $S, 551, 
l3?spt?UtiVCly, or an average system cost o'F $S? SO:! .FOY 1-11~ 50 SVS~.~~IIIS. 

I$ qqzJlyit1g qiiant-i ty cxLcnsi.ons? rwgoti&ccl add-on factCJ r:;, ovcrh~ad and 

pr0:Fi.t: rntcs, WC dr~rived an $36, 0.7.6 overstatement o 1’ nt:gol- ia t(-:tl cnnl:-l:;li+ 
price due to DCASO’s base shop labor c-lstima king errors. 

Ol-11r:r Cos-1. l:l.f~rni~nl: s 
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and proposed cost per systern for cont.~:lct -0131 of $56,587. 'Y'he computed 
difference was $7,050, or about 12.5 percent, which was deemed to repre- 
sent overage and scrap. DCASO judgmentally reduced this to 8 percent. 
However, the $56,587 reflected'anticipated material price decreases 
totalling about $6,169. At best then, only $S81 ($7,050 less $6,169) 
could be overage and scrap. The $881, therefore, represented an overage 
and scrap rate of only about 1.5 percent; i.e., $881 + $57,468 
(‘$63,637 -  $6,169). 

NAVAIR negotiated a 5 percent overage and scrap factor. 

Other costs 

DCASO recommended $71,844 to NAVAIR for the amount of the other 
cost element of the contract. However, since general and administrative 
expenses totalling $11,972 were erroneously included in DCASO's estimate, 
the recommendation should-have been $59,872. NAVAIR considered the 
exact dollar amount ($71,844) recommended by DCASO to be the negotiated 
amount and justified its action on the basis that the percentage rela- 
tionship of the amount to the total of all direct costs was reasonable. 

GOVERNMENT'S FALLIJRE TO EVALUATE 
TIPS HISTORICAL COST DATA 

Neither DCASO nor DCAA evaluated the historical. cost data which TI 
submitted to support initial and revised proposed base shop labor cost 
estimate for contract -0131. Instead, DCASO and DCAA computed independent 
shop labor estimates for the contract using certain of TI's historical 
cost data. As previously stated, DCASO estimated an average base shop 
labor cost of $10,448 per radar system based on TI's historical labor 
cost from Cost Reports 1 and 2 and DCAA's selected rate of learning 
improvement; and DCAA estimated a per system labor rate of $8,610 based 
on TI's historical labor cost from only Cost Report 1 and its sekted 
rate 0.f learning improvement. 

We believe that if DCASO and DCAA had evaluated TL's historical 
cost data, they would have identified the discrepancies in the cost data 
as disclosed by our review (see .our letter to the Commander, NAVAIR, 
dated May 19, 1976). This identification would have provided DCASO an 
indication that it-s estimated shop labor cost per system was possibly 
in error (an average of $10,448 versus our estimate as disclosed in our 
defec-tive pricing report of -$8,814), and would have provided DCAA addi- 
tional support to justify its recommended per system base shop labor 
cost. 
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Ne would appreciate a written reply within 45 days expressing your 
views and comments on the applicable matters discussed herein. 

Forrest R. Browne 
Regional Mana.ger 

Em losure 




